2022 Greater Philadelphia
SeaPerch & SeaGlide Challenge
Kick Off
November 16, 2021

Back to In-Person*
•

The Greater Philadelphia SeaPerch and SeaGlide Challenge will be back to
in-person this year *with some restrictions.

•

The Greater Philadelphia SeaPerch and SeaGlide Challenge is currently
planned to be held at Temple University on a single date:
–

Event Date: April 29, 2022

–

Rain Date: April 30, 2022

THIS IS ALL SUBJECT TO CHANGE & SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TENTATIVE

SeaPerch at a Glance
•

2 Grade Levels (MS & HS)

•

2 Classes (Captain’s & Admiral’s Class)

•

•

–

Captain’s ~ Stock Build

–

Admiral’s ~ Open Build

2 Virtual Program Components
–

Presentation (virtual, live, scheduled TBD)

–

Technical Design Report (virtual, asynchronous, deadline TBD)

2 Live Program Components, 2 Live Trainings
–

Obstacle Course (in-person, live, streamed, 2 people per pool deck)

–

Mission Course (in-person, live, streamed, 2 people per pool deck)

–

Teacher Build Trainings (Dec 4, 2021 & Jan 22, 2022)

SeaGlide at a Glance
•

1 Grade Level (Open to MS & HS)

•

4 Virtual Program Components

•

–

Bug Hunt (virtual, live, day-of-event)

–

Presentation (virtual, live, scheduled TBD)

–

Commercial (virtual, asynchronous, deadline TBD)

–

White Paper (virtual, asynchronous, deadline TBD)

3 Live Program Components, 2 Live Trainings
–

Tier 1 Course (in-person, live, streamed, 2 people per pool deck)

–

Tier 2 Course (in-person, live, streamed, 2 people per pool deck)

–

Circuitry & Coding Challenge (in-person, live, 3 student limit)

–

Programming & Build Training (Dec 3-4, 2021)
•

May have hybrid Programming Training using TinkerCAD

Activities Across SP & SG
•

Additional Virtual Program Components
–

•

Make a Splash Award

Additional Live Program Components
–

Additional STEM activities & demonstrations

–

FLEET Video Game
http://www.navalengineers.org/STEM-FLEET/

Public Health Requirements
•

Teams may meet based on their local school or organizational policies and
restrictions and participate in portions of the competition virtually
(presentations, papers, some training), to be held via Zoom.

•

In-person competition will be limited is size due to federal, state, and local
requirements. Congregations over 50 people will be prohibited due to
federal requirements.

•

In-person event and training participants must wear a mask and be fully
vaccinated.

THIS IS ALL SUBJECT TO CHANGE & SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TENTATIVE

Program Goals
• Program goal is to sustain a long-term effort to address the need for
college enrollments in engineering and technical programs
– Increase student interest in STEM related studies through hands-on
activities at the middle and high school level
– Provides awareness of Naval Engineering and Naval Architecture as
career fields
– Helps students prepare for college level work
• Interface with industry, academia, and government engineers
• Work in collaborative environment
• Participate in a realistic business
• Experience a major university campus
• Participate in a realistic technical scenario
Create a Fun, Challenging and Educational experience for students
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Role of the Mentor
• Share career experiences
– their job as an engineer or scientist
– math and science education
– how science and math are used in engineering
• Provide help with kit construction
• Assist with the build & troubleshooting
• Provide guidance on competition requirements
• Assist students with troubleshooting
– Teacher must be present whenever mentors are with teams
– All communications with mentor must be via the teacher
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What is a SeaGlide?
• A SeaGlide is an autonomous, miniature underwater glider which moves by
variable-buoyancy propulsion. A buoyancy engine takes in or expels water,
causing it to dive or rise. At the same time it shifts its center of gravity, changing
its pitch. This causes the wings to provide lift, and thus propulsion.
• SeaGlide is inspired by full scale underwater gliders which require very little
energy and can be fully or partially autonomous, allowing them to deploy for
months at a time to collect valuable data about the world’s oceans.

“SeagliderPic1-1” is licensed under CC BY 4.0

What is the SeaGlide Challenge?
• The SeaGlide Challenge is the culmination of months of research, building and
testing. It involves writing a white paper, giving a presentation, creating a
commercial, demonstrating the vehicle’s performance, and two small-team
events based on circuitry and coding.
• SeaGlide consists of an educational tool kit that centers on a curriculumdesigned program that teaches students about the basics of
– Naval architecture
– Marine engineering
– Computer programming
– Electrical circuits and microcontrollers
• SeaGlide is an open platform that allows design modifications to incorporate
sensor readings, increased maneuverability, and more. Incorporating
modifications beyond what is required, along with research and testing, should
be the goal of every team and is key to doing well in the competition.

Build & Programming Training & Kits
• Teams may receive a SeaGlide Kit. Kits will be provided to attendees of the
SeaGlide Build Training (educators & coaches only) conducted on Dec 3-4, 2021
at Temple University.
• Teams may also receive an Arduino Sparkfun Inventor Kit. Kits will be provided
to attendees of the SeaGlide Programming Training (educators & coaches only)
conducted on Dec 3-4, 2021 at Temple University.
• An additional virtual SeaGlide Programming Training may be conducted on Jan
8-9, 2022 via Zoom if there’s enough interest.
• First time teams will be provided with SeaGlide Kits and Arduino Sparkfun
Inventor Kits.

2022 SeaGlide Program Changes
• The “Find-the-Fix Challenge” introduced in 2021 will now
be part of the White Paper and has been renamed the
“Technical Upgrade Challenge”.
• The Circuitry & Coding Challenge will return to an in-person
competition, similar to the 2020 season.
• The Tier 1 & Tier 2 competition will return to in-person
similar to the 2020 season.
• The Bug Hunt from 2021 will return and may be
participated in virtually or in-person, creating a hybrid
event.

SeaGlide 2022 Challenge Requirements
WHITE PAPER: Teams will write a paper that documents their design
approaches, describing and justifying their current design and future plans.
[Virtual – Submitted prior to Event Day]
TECHNICAL UPGRADE : This portion will require teams to design an addition
to their SeaGlide vehicles that involves housing, circuitry, and coding. The
students will deliver an engineering report that will have its own designated
section within the White Paper, and will be scored separately. This year’s
Technical Upgrade is to incorporate a sensor for measuring and recording
the water temperature.
[Virtual – Submitted prior to Event Day]

SeaGlide 2022 Challenge Requirements
PRESENTATION & COMMERCIAL: Teams will develop a company and
present a commercial for their SeaGlide. This is submitted ahead of time
and aired live during the competition. We encourage teams to be inventive
with the new digital environment we are operating in and produce
something fun for the SeaGlide community. Teams will also present a 6-8
minute slideshow presentation, followed by a Q & A.
[In-person on Event Day]
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE: Teams will compete in-pool with their SeaGlide
vehicles
[In-person on Event Day]
• Tier 1: Straight-line race (basic SeaGlide kit)
– $50 modification limit
• Tier 2: Two-turn race (SeaGlide kit modified with moving rudder)
– $100 modification limit
[In-person on Event Day]

SeaGlide 2022 Challenge Requirements
CIRCUITRY & CODING: Three-person teams of students will be presented
with a variety of circuitry and coding tasks using the SparkFun Inventor’s Kit.
Students must configure the circuits and write the code for as many tasks as
they can. Each team must provide its own computer.
[In-person on Event Day]
BUG HUNT: Three-person teams of students will be presented with a virtual
“bugged” circuit. Students will act as in-service engineers and find,
document, and fix as many physical misconfigurations and code errors as
they can. Each team must provide its own computer.
[Virtual on Event Day]

SeaGlide Phases
• Phase I: Program Kickoff
– Registration
– Delivery of Overview and Rules document.
– Teachers may attend a 2-day training for building SeaGlide vehicle, and

participate in virtual Arduino coding instruction. Participation limited to
teacher only, with students able to participate virtually via live stream. Kits will
be distributed to teams participating in the training.
• Phase II: Design – Build – Test
– Time between the program kickoff and competition to research, brainstorm,
experiment, design, build, test, and practice.
• Phase III: Competition
– The White Paper and Technical Upgrade portions will be submitted prior to the
competition day.
– The Commercial and Slide Presentation are presented together, followed by a
Q&A.
– The Vehicle Performance will take place in a pool (Limit 2 per team at pool
deck, no crowd, streamed live)
– Circuitry & Coding (In-person on Event Day - Limit 3 students per team)
– Bug Hunt (Virtual on Event Day)

Vehicle Performance – Tier 1
• SeaGlide Overview and Rules document contains clarifications and rubrics.
• Tier 1 Course
– Shorter course, with improved set-up and stability
– Unlimited position resets (elapsed time does not reset)
– New point award system
• Time to reach each checkpoint, relative to best competition time
• Accuracy when reaching last checkpoint

Vehicle Performance – Tier 2
• SeaGlide Overview and Rules document contains clarifications and rubrics.
• Tier 2 Course
– Shorter course, with improved set-up and stability
– Unlimited position resets (elapsed time does not reset)
– New point award system
• Time to reach each checkpoint, relative to best competition time
• Demonstration of autonomous turns
• Accuracy when reaching last checkpoint

What is the Sea Perch Challenge?
• SeaPerch is a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) educational program
– Consists of an educational tool kit that allows middle and high school
students to construct a simple ROV
– Includes a curriculum-designed program that teaches students about

basic marine design skills
• Naval Architecture
• Marine Engineering
• Ocean Engineering

– Objective is to develop the next generation of naval architects, marine

engineers, naval engineers, and ocean engineers
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What is provided?
• Online construction manual, parts lists, lesson plans, and other resources
via web and social media sites
• Access to Learning Modules and Videos
– Hydrodynamics
– Propulsion Systems
– Control Systems
– Stability
– ROVs in the navy
• Construction training for new advisors and mentors
• A naval engineer mentor may be available to visit your team
and provide support

2
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Challenge Overview
• Two Competition Classes
– Middle School
(Grades 5 – 8)
– High School
(Grades 9 – 12)
•

Two Skill Levels
–

Captain

–

Admiral

• Four Competition Categories
– Technical Design Report
– Ten Minute Oral Slide Presentation
(+ Five Minute Q&A)
– Vehicle Performance (2 Rounds)
• Round 1: Obstacle Course
• Round 2: Mission
2
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Teacher Training
• Temple University is hosting two single day training events
• Dates: Dec 4, 2021 & Jan 22, 2022
• Kits will be distributed to teams participating in the training

2
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2022 Challenge Requirements Overview
•

Check www.phillynavalstem.com frequently for updates and information

•

Familiarize yourself with all posted competition rules

•

Design, Build and Test SeaPerch (November through April)

•

Competition Challenge practice (Critical for vehicle performance success)

•

Technical Design Report – date for submission to be announced

•

Oral Slide Presentation (competition day)

•

Vehicle Performance round 1 – Obstacle Course

•

Vehicle Performance round 2 – Mission

•

Utilize engineering learning modules and other resources

•

Other resources on national site www.seaperch.org
Primary source for all Philadelphia Challenge Information and Questions.

PhillyNavalSTEM.com

2
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Design, Build & Test Phase
•

The time to teach the engineering principles involved
– Use the learning modules and the online resources as guidance, as necessary
– Use the SeaPerch.org construction manual

•

The time to practice
– Practice in a pool or large tank is essential to achieving
successful vehicle performance for competition

•

The time to fulfill competition requirements
– Develop your Technical Design Report
– Work on the Oral Slide Presentation

•

The time to work with mentors

3D Printing
• 3D printing of SeaPerch parts to replace or modify minor parts is
permissible under the following guidelines:
– Shall provide technical advantage or innovation
– Rationale documented in Technical Design Report and Oral
Presentation
– Included in $25 design improvement budget limit (Captain’s Class Only)
– Parts shall be costed out at $0.05 per gram
– Vehicle's primary structure shall be built using only PVC, CPVC, PEX pipe
and fittings (Captain’s Class Only)

Competition – Presentation
• Teams must create and prepare a 10 minute slide presentation followed by
a 5 minute Q&A
– Team is a simulated company
– Seeking Navy contract award for their SeaPerch
design
– Focus on Naval Engineering
– Highlight innovation and creative thinking
– Time management will affect scoring
– SeaPerch must be present at presentation
– All team members must participate in the
slide presentation

THIS IS NOT A POSTER PRESENTATION.
30% to 50% of presentation score is based upon
“Innovative Product Design”

Competition – Obstacle Course
• Craft Performance Round 1:
Complete the Obstacle Course
– Maneuver through a submerged obstacle course of 5 pre-arranged

hoops

– SeaPerch must surface after clearing the furthest ring before starting its return
– All rings at a depth of 4 feet

Competition – 2022 Mission Theme
SeaPerch Ninja Warrior…IN SPACE
The course features representative challenges from the 2020, 2021, and 2022
international missions, which had an Ocean Cleanup (2020-2021) and Space
(2022) theme. The challenges in this course require all the SeaPerch features
and pilot skills needed to compete in the international mission.
Scoring Opportunities Tentatively Include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Trigger Cannon
Move Tool 1 from Tool Tray to Tool Hook
Move Tool 2 from Tool Tray to Tool Hook
Open Battery Panel
Disconnect Battery Panel
Move Battery to Battery Pallet
Turn on Lamp
Raise Flag
Move Floating Trash from Gyre
Move Wheel through 1st Spiral
Move Wheel through 2nd Sprial
Trigger Finale Cannon
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SeaPerch Ninja Warrior…IN SPACE

Competition – Technical Design Report
•

A Technical Design Report (new this year) will consists of a written paper
with the following six mandatory Sections and two mandatory Appendices
describing the team’s SeaPerch design
– Abstract (½ page) - Short summary
– Task Overview (½ page) - Tasks SeaPerch must complete & how it affected design
– Design Approach (2 pages) - Strategy & approach to developing your design
– Experimental Results (1 page) - Description of tests conducted & their results
– Reflection & Next Steps (1 page) - What are the takeaways? What would be your next
steps if you had more time?

– Acknowledgements
– References - Use APA style guide
– Appendix A: Budget - Itemized costs (Captain’s Class <= $25, Admiral’s Class > $25)

– Appendix B: Fact Sheet - 1 page Overview “Quad Chart”
– Appendix C: Additional Info (Optional) - Results, Calculations, Figures, Tables,
•
•

Engineering Design Notebook, etc.

Additional sections may be included; however, the overall limit of 5 pages
applies (excluding References, Acknowledgements, and Appendices)
Teams are required to submit Design Notebooks electronically (16 MB
limit)

New for 2022
2022
• Presentations will be scheduled ahead and completed prior to the competition,
virtually.
• We will once again provide a repository of Computer Aided Design (CAD) files
for teams to use when designing their SeaPerch vehicles. Teams are
encouraged, but not required to provide a CAD design as part of their
presentation.
• The obstacle course and mission course will be returning in-person this season.
As usual, we have provided a modified version of the International course. The
theme for SeaPerch this year is SeaPerch Ninja Warriors…IN SPACE.
• Captain’s & Admiral’s Class Requirements have returned
to the 2020 Season structure.
• New build manual with 3 different designs that can
be constructed from the parts included in the kit.

19 November 2013

International SeaPerch Challenge
• The Greater Philadelphia Regional High School and Middle School teams
awarded 1st Place in Overall Performance will be invited to move onto
the International SeaPerch Challenge
• Location: University of Maryland
• Dates: June 4-5, 2022
• Teams may only compete in ONE
Regional qualifying competition

For more info visit:

seaperch.org
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Technical and Teaching Resources
SeaPerch Learning Modules
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Technical and Teaching Resources
seaperch.org
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Technical and Teaching Resources
phillynavalstem.com
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Questions?
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